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NEW QUESTION: 1
Universal Containers requires Salesforce to send expense data
to an accounting system. Each user has their own
username/password credential to access the account system via
integration.
What is a recommended option for an integration approach from a
security perspective?
A. Fire outbound messages to a middleware that stores the
credentials instead of an Apex callout.
B. Set up a Named-Principal Named Credential and have the
administrator set up the username/password.
C. Use hierarchical custom settings to store the

username/password allowing the Apex callout to read it.
D. Set up a Per-User Named Credential and have the users each
set up their username/password.
Answer: D
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Covert Channel Analysis is first introduced at what level of
the TCSEC rating?
A. B1 and above.
B. B2 and above.
C. C2 and above.
D. B3 and above.
Answer: B
Explanation:
The Orange Book first introduce a requirement for Covert
Channel Analysis at level B2 and all levels above B2 would also
require this.
The AIO defines a Covert Channel as a communications path that
enables a process to transmit information in a way that
violates the system's security policy. It is a communication
channel that allows two cooperating processes to transfer
information in such a way that it violates the system's

security policy. Even though there are protection mechanisms in
place, if unauthorized information can be transferred using a
signaling mechanism via entities or objects not normally
considered to be able to communicate, then a covert channel may
exist.
The following answers are incorrect:
C2 and above. Is incorrect because, the Orange book requires
Covert Channel Analysis only starting at level B2 and above,
level C2 is lower than B2 and it would not require covert
channel analysis.
B1 and above. Is incorrect because, the Orange book requires
Covert Channel Analysis only at level B2 and above, level B1 is
lower than B2 and it would not require covert channel analysis.
B3 and above. Is incorrect because, the Orange book first
requires Covert Channel
Analysis at level B2.
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